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Abstract— Spectral Clustering closely works with Customer by
collecting various information from customer and prepare a
relation among these data to provide a meaningful relation of
information. This can be used further to predict market trend
and key expectation in marketing improvisation. Hence this
algorithm is one of the key research topics in the area of
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) for mining customer
data and prepares informative reports.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the process of discovering meaningful new
correlations, patterns and trends by sifting through large
amounts of data stored in repositories, using pattern recognition
technologies as well as statistical and mathematical techniques.
It involves scientific and statistical approach of the exploration
and analysis, by automatic or semiautomatic means, of large
quantities of data in order to discover meaningful patterns and
rules.
While new to many industries, predictive analytics is a
proven technology that’s been used successfully for many
decades. It encompasses a variety of techniques that derive
insights from data with one clear-cut goal: find the best action
to a given situation. Apart from predictive analysis which is
based on historical results, there are other techniques in Data
mining and several algorithms implemented in Data mining
concepts for better data analysis. Spectral clustering is one of
such mechanism which is more popular in social networking
based marketing field to predict market demands and improvise
the area of marketing research and in turn profit.
In this paper we are going to discuss, some of the key
algorithms including K-means and Spectral clustering and also
discuss some of the improvisation on Spectral clustering which
can benefit data mining to provide more accurate and
predictive results in the field of CRM.
II.

GROWTH OF DATA MINING RESEARCH

Data mining is a classical methodology for analysing raw
data collected in various methods and forms. There are two
types of data mining models – Predictive and Descriptive.

Predictive analysis is based on previously collected and
analysed information whereas descriptive is a free flow
analysis of information without any pre-setup of data results.
In a typical example of data warehousing platform, where
there are millions of data collected and kept in unsorted
fashion, data mining is a trivial job and there are many
preparatory steps involved in such large dataset analysis. For
example, Data preparation for Data mining may be part of the
Data Warehousing where Data Warehouse not a requirement
for Data Mining. Classical statistics based on elegant theory
and restrictive data assumptions are fine if data sets are small
and assumptions met for the scope and boundary of data
analysis. There are various tools for such data analysis and in
newer tools; pattern finding is data-driven rather than userdriven.
The key ingredient of a data mining process can be
classified into computing power of the system we use,
statistical and learning algorithm we apply for data analysis and
improved data collection and management of data processed.
This is depicted in below diagram

Figure 1: Data Mining principles

III.

DATA ANALYTICS

Data analytics is the field of data mining where we apply
scientific approaches in analysis data and predicting or
computing results of interest in terms of reports or processed
data or trend analysis etc.,
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In a modern big data analysis world, there many types of
data analytics and it is very important to understand the key
processing technique of data analytics in order to design an
efficient algorithm for data mining and analysis.

•
•

Discrete choice modeling
Causal models

Classical Data Analytics – It is based on Conversion
optimization and analysis eg: site or advertisement or goal
optimization using segmentation, targeting, Multivariate
Testing/Analysis to name a few. It is useful in Marketing
Campaign Analysis & Optimization and Integration with trend
analysis report.
Advanced Data Analytics - CRM integration for enhanced
targeting and cross-sell or up-sell insights and dis-engagement
setups and it is used in Propensity Modelling of anonymous
data analysis and customers information processing. It also
helps in Behavioural segmentation of anonymous users using
audience targeting data from publishers. It is used in Multichannel marketing optimization and Cohort Analysis.
Experience Optimization – This technique is used in
Measurement plan & implementation for optimizing customer
pain areas and delight opportunities to improvise marketing
strategy. Business impact quantification and real-time action
triggers for usability and other experience obstacles can be
easily handled in this technique. It helps in Personal
development and customer journey mapping.
Social Analytics - Social Analytics is the modern day trend
analysis in new age social media field (eg: Twitter data
analysis, Facebook usage statistics etc.,) and it is based on
Social Intelligence Program Setup like influencer analysis and
social CRM. Return of Investment (ROI) is the key target of
this analytics tool and it helps in 360-degree multichannel
customer view setup with Special need competitive intelligence
and digital behavioural segmentation in multivariate testing and
analysis
IV.

TECHNIQUES IN DATA MINING

There are several techniques involved in data analytics in a
data mining world where the choice of technique depends on
various parameters including need for analysis, ROI, data
density to name a few. For example, there are a broad range of
predictive analytics techniques are available in modern data
analysis and some key techniques extensively used in the
industry are listed below. The scope of this paper is not to
analyse these techniques but to get the key technique and
improvise it (eg: Clustering).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logistic regression
Linear regression
Discriminant analysis
Scorecards
Decision trees
Clustering
Neural networks
Survival analysis
Market basket analysis
Collaborative filtering
Support vector machines

Figure 2: Life cycle of Data mining

V.

DATA PREPARATION

When preparing the environment for such data analysis, it
is important step and preliminary step in the process in
identifying the right scope of data to be sourced for data
analysis. This means, that we need to choose right mechanism
for data collection and Data sources can be company specific
internal data or external data from various sources. For
example, Some key data used in Insurance industry are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demographic data
Credit history from bureaus
Transaction history
Payment history
Life stage data
Collection contacts
Customer service contacts
Channel usage
Web/Social media data
Customer survey data

Then we need to encounter the step of choosing right tool
for data analysis. There are several tools available for data
mining, analysis, visualization, predictive modeling and
optimization. Some key tools used in the industry are SAS,
SPSS, Stata, R,IBM Intelligent Miner, FICO Model Builder,
Rapid miner, ILOG, WEKA to name a few.
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

When analyzing data for clustering, we need to find a
relation between data and form groups among them. This is
based on various techniques as shown below:
Conditional logic – For example, when we are analysing
data on health drink consumption, we need to analyse the
consumer nature (athlete, student, working class people) and
the age range (<30 age, 30-45 age, 46-60 age people etc.,)
Association – For example, when there is an increase in
sale of a consumer product (eg: Toothpaste), there is equal
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amount of sale growth in another consumer product (eg: tooth
brush)
Trends and Variations – Sale of a particular product
increase in summer and decreases in winter (eg: Sun cream or
cool drinks).
Outcome prediction – When a campaign runs on a
particular product in a shopping mall, how many users respond
to that and shows interest in the product.
Forecasting – Based on sales growth of 3 quarters in a
year, what is the calculative and predictive sale of last quarter
of the year.
Deviation detection – How much products are not trust
worthy in the market where consumer doesn’t have trust in the
brand.
Link analysis – When there is a job hunt, there is likely to
increase the demand of bank account openings and credit card
applications.

loaded into the system. This is the number one overlooked
metric when considering such a data warehousing system, but
its implications are felt throughout the process.
Spectral clustering is most popular data mining technique
for big data analysis particularly in the field of social
computing and later introduced in various other fields like
medical science, customer relationship management (CRM),
retail stores, manufacturing and health care. Clustering nodes in
a graph is a useful general technique in data mining of large
network data sets.
This is where there is improvisation required in Clustering
where we introduce clustering based on
Five Basic Factors of the data set viz attribute type,
attribute classification, attribute value range, attribute
uniqueness and attribute filtering possibility. This Customized
algorithm is named as M-Clustering algorithm where M
defines the Five Means of training classification.
SUMMARY

TABLE I.

VII.

CASE STUDY OF INSURANCE DATA PROCESSING

IMPROVISATION IN CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

Some of the key advantages of clustering algorithm over Kmeans algorithm are that it is based on Models which can be
built very quickly and Suitable for large data sets. They are
easy to understand and give reasons for a decision taken when
doing data analysis. Clustering analysis shows trend in
handling non-numeric data very well than K-means as it
requires Minimum amount of data transformation.
Though there are some Limitations also there in Clustering.
For example, it leads to an artificial sense of clarity and the
trees of relation built in Clustering left to grow without bound
and sometimes take longer to build and become unintelligible
and hence it may over fit the data which we feed for analysis.
In a simple example of CRM analysis on a retail industry,
the volume of data is exploding, with data stores in different
locations and in varying and often proprietary systems.
Combined with significant data processing activity and
changing regulations, the result is stale, un-normalized and
unconsolidated data that poses a serious risk of financial loss.
The need to deploy a high performance platform for the
purpose of market data consolidation and analytics is now more
important than ever. Analytics cannot begin until the data is

This custom clustering enables to maintain a store where
the data model can be stored in our own clustering
representation in a matrix format associating each unique field
in an indexed searchable fashion. This helps in quickly process
data without re-processing it when there is a growth in data on
top of existing data. This delta (change in data growth) of
record changes will be taken for further analysis and it runs in
unsupervised methodology by storing various fields in indexed
model and based on the result required, the field selection and
its corresponding test set selection would happen. M-Cluster
algorithm can be customized in such a way that it can run the
training set cycle multiple times (and hence cost efficient as the
cycle runs in a random selected smaller data units only) to
refine the result ratio and error rate.
Since M-Cluster algorithm is using ranking based samples
as compared to Best first based search in K-Means or other
most commonly used data mining algorithms, there is a definite
benefit in M-Cluster when used with continuous growing set of
data and also in improvised time taken for processing the
records.
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